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Scope 3 Emissions Overview
Emily Cromwell
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What are Scope 3 emissions?

Scope 3 emissions are carbon
emissions that sit outside an
organisation’s direct control, but
are a direct result of the
interactions with their value chain.
▪ Scope 3 emissions are made up
of 15 separate categories.
▪ For most companies, two
categories – Purchased goods
and services, and Use of sold
products – make up the
majority of their Scope 3
footprint.
UPSTREAM

OPERATIONS

DOWNSTREAM
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What’s driving us to reduce Scope 3 emissions?

Politics

Paris agreement:
“Too little, too late”

Society

Investors

“People demand
change”

Technology

“Solar PV and wind energy
reach cost parity”

Recent survey findings
Only 16% of 1,309 companies have
high/very high quality data to manage and
report ESG. Improving data will be critical
to manage ESG risk across supply chains.

87% of 30 companies disclosed Scope 3
GHG emissions.13% stated plans to
disclose Scope 3 emission in future
periods.

Deloitte Third Party Risk Management
Survey 2022

Observations from first 30 reporters on
new FCA Compliance statement on TCFD
disclosures

13 of 30 companies claimed external
assurance over Scope 1 and 2
emissions, 11 also obtained assurance
over Scope 3 emissions.
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What are the business benefits to reducing Scope 3 emissions?

Efficiency
You can identify opportunities for efficiency and cost reduction
outside of your organisation’s own operations.
Collaboration
You can build better relationships with your value chain through working
with suppliers, customers and competitors to reduce emissions.

Resilience
You can better understand your risk exposure and act accordingly to improve
resilience through improved understanding of your value chain.
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Why is it hard to reduce Scope 3 emissions?
Key challenges

Represent the largest proportion of emissions
Scope 3 emissions typically exceed 75% of total emissions,
and are often as high as 90-95%.

Difficult to track
Unlike Scope 1 and 2 emissions, Scope 3 emissions are not
easily ring fenced and much more difficult to track accurately.
Difficult to control
The willingness of those in your value chain to support with addressing Scope 3
emissions is a balance between their own net zero ambitions, your influence on
them as a client or buyer and the opportunity to reach win-win solutions.
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What good could look like
No one has a fully developed approach to
manage Scope 3 emissions.
However, some have started putting the right
governance structures in place to help take
decisions required across the whole business
to manage value chain decarbonisation.

LEADING
PERFORMING
CONSOLIDATING

DEVELOPING
EMERGING
The organisation is firefighting no formal governance and efforts
are individual or reactionary.

The organisation is reactive limited local governance, and
efforts are siloed and
unstructured.
Teams or individuals have
responsibilities bolted onto
existing roles, and material Scope
3 emissions are calculated at high
level only with limited analysis.

The organisation is proactive local governance and processes
in place.
People have dedicated roles with
integrated responsibilities and
the decarbonisation strategy is
centrally coordinated. The
company has the data
management systems to
measure, monitor, manage and
reduce material Scope 3
emissions.

Deloitte 5 stage maturity model for managing Scope 3 emissions

The organisation and all its
divisions share global
sustainability governance
processes.
The strategy increases business
value as well as mitigates risks.
The board defines and oversees
decarbonisation strategy and a
sustainability division with a chief
sustainability officer is assigned
to the company. The company
relies on IT which stores most of
the required data with
automated tools and analytics to
support the strategy.

The organisation is proactive there is local governance and
processes in place.
People have dedicated roles with
integrated responsibilities and the
decarbonisation strategy is
centrally coordinated. The
company has the data
management systems to
measure, monitor, manage and
reduce material Scope 3
emissions and identify new
opportunities.
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Sharing Journeys of Tackling Scope 3 Emissions
David Feavearyear
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Scope 3 Commitments

Scope 1, 2 & 3 (2021) at Pearson: 317,703
metric tons of CO2e
Coca-cola – 51,961,575 metric tons of CO2e

Pearson
Sustainable
Business Strategy
- leading responsibly for
a better planet

97% of Pearson’s emissions from Scope 3 – 79%
related to supply chain
By 2030, we will reduce scope 1, 2 & 3

emissions by 50% against a 2018 baseline as
approved by the Science-Based Targets
initiative
We will be net zero across scope 1, 2 & 3 by
2030
25% reduction achieved to end of 2021
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Scope 3 Considerations

Consider both passive and active curve – together

with offset strategy for delta
Passive curve – macro trends inc.
Return to office

Inflation

Business travel

Geopolitics

Active curve
Office footprint

Product Design

Energy

Logistics

Supplier strategy and reporting – consider
consortia to reduce burden – focus on outcomes
Offset strategy – cost of carbon credits likely to
increase – genuine offset strategy required
Scope 3 challenging – make sure you’re in good
company
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Sharing Journeys of Tackling Scope 3 Emissions
Catherine David
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A pathway to achieving 50% emission
reduction by 2030
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Challenge of relying on average GHG emission
factors for purchased goods
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For some products it makes a big difference
where and how it is produced
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WRAP’s Approach
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Our Pilot Companies (so far)
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Questions
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The Deloitte Academy
Upcoming events
Deloitte Global Boardroom Webinar: Chair of the Future
Thursday, 21 June 2022 – 16.00-17.00
Register here
IT controls from the Board’s perspective
Wednesday, 22 June 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
The Financial View series: Generation Z - A catalyst for innovation
Friday, 24 June 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
Board Director Update
Tuesday, 28 June 2022 – 08.30-10.30
Register here
The Quarter Ahead
Wednesday, 29 June 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
Datanomics: The value of data
Tuesday, 5 July 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
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The Deloitte Academy
Upcoming events
Board Director Update - Repeat
Wednesday, 6 July 2022 – 08.30-10.30
Register here
In a disruptive world what does great leadership in Retail look like?
Thursday, 7 July 2022 – 08.30-10.00
Register here
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